Looking for an industry GAME

CHANGER?
You’ve found it with Indirect Embroidery™

Open now to see and feel how

INDIRECT EMBROIDERY ™
is truly different…and better

Indirect Embroidery™

A permanent branding solution with no irritating backing
and no puckering. Turn this over and see for yourself…

In·di·rect Em·broi·der·y™

[in-duh-rekt] [em-broi-duh-ree]

1. An embroidered appliqué laser cut with
intricate detail. When applied to a garment, it’s
superior to direct embroidery in appearance,
texture, and lifespan.
Now you can create gorgeous embroidered logos
and stock them in as many colors, sizes, and shapes
as you need—without putting them on apparel.
Indirect Embroidery™ can be applied to most
apparel with NO BACKING!

ELIMINATE DEAD INVENTORY,
DECORATE ON AREAS YOU
NEVER COULD BEFORE
It’s rare to find something new these days. But
Indirect Embroidery ™ is a permanent branding
technique so distinct that it is patented. Find out
why thousands of customers are raving about this
new method.

• Eliminate backing
• No puckering
• Premium look / finer details
• Permanent decoration process

“Indirect Embroidery™ looks better—the quality was better
than I had seen before…it’s much more sustainable, with
virtually zero waste, and the integrity of logos is second
to none…”
– Christina H.
National Accounts Manager
A major distributor
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WE ARE WINDSWEPT MARKETING
Windswept Marketing started as a small, grassroots company with a big
idea. Brian Fuchs, president, recognized the limitations of direct embroidery
and invented a solution called Indirect Embroidery ™ (IE). It’s a process that
dramatically improves the look and feel of placing logos on branded apparel.
The company spent a significant amount of time perfecting the process and
patented it. Then they took it to market and are now offering this proprietary
process to customers nationwide.
Joy Fuchs, Brian’s wife, became majority owner and COO during the time the
company was perfecting Indirect Embroidery™, creating an official Woman
Owned Business. Joy’s energy, wisdom, and enthusiasm continue to be an
invaluable asset to the business.
Today Windswept partners with distributors as a contract decorator for
the Indirect Embroidery™ process. They also supply hardline items such as
emblems, Peel-N-Stick Embroidery™, key fobs, and more.
Windswept now offers a licensing program with Indirect Embroidery ™ that
allows clients to use this patented process in their own location.
Based in Arden, NC, the facility is minutes away from Asheville, an eclectic
mountain city on everyone’s top 10 list. We would love to show you our facility
and town. Come visit us!
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INDIRECT EMBROIDERY™

Now for something really different! Four reasons why our
patented Indirect Embroidery™ process will WOW your clients

1.

Irritating
Backing

NO
BACKING

TRADITIONAL
EMBROIDERY

No Backing Needed
Windswept’s Indirect Embroidery™
eliminates the need for backing, because
our process doesn’t penetrate the garment.
The shirt lies smoothly against the skin—
no more irritating scratchy feel.

2.

NO
PUCKER

INDIRECT
EMBROIDERY™

Puckering

TRADITIONAL
EMBROIDERY

Forget about puckering!
Your apparel won’t pucker around the decoration because there’s no tension in the fabric,
so it looks and feels great.

04 Indirect Embroidery ™

3.

SEE LIVE SAMPLE
INSIDE FRONT
COVER

NO DEAD
INVENTORY
No more dead inventory
Stock embroidered logos in as many colors, sizes, and
shapes as you need. No more stockpiling decorated
inventory, no more huge upfront costs or mass
production needed. Period.

4.

WANT TO SEE HOW IT
LOOKS WITH YOUR
LOGO? SEE PAGE 16
FOR DETAILS…

DECORATE
ANYWHERE
Decorate on previously impossible decorating locations
Decorate on the bill or back strap of a hat, on a shirt collar, pocket, placket or cuff.
We can decorate shoes, bags, portfolios neoprene, tents, and umbrellas.

Indirect Embroidery™ 05

DYE SUBLIMATION
INDIRECT EMBROIDERY™
The beauty and comfort of Indirect Embroidery ™ with photo quality detail
That’s right, using our Indirect Embroidery™ method with dye sublimation
allows you to produce amazing detailed decorations that delight your most
discriminating client. With this process you get an amazing color variance for
fades, distressed looks, and small text stands out beautifully.

“Our customer absolutely loved the look and detail that we
provided to them through the dye sub Indirect Embroidery™
process. We were looking at potentially screen printing the
logo until we connected with Windswept and understood how
we could use this technique to capture the detail of the clients
design. We brought something really new and cool to our
client with this concept and they loved it.”
– Katie R.
Top 40 Distributor

Dye Sublimation
06 Indirect Embroidery™

INDIRECT EMBROIDERY™
OVERLAY PROGRAM
Outdated logo? Decorating mistake? No problem!
With our IE (Indirect Embroidery™) Overlay Program, you can cover a multitude of
mistakes—and that means you save time and money. Things such as a misspelling,
wrong color or size or wrong date are no longer a disaster. We simply cover the
offending decoration—nothing shows from the outside.
Our IE Overlay Program is a real lifesaver—it allows you to solve problems
quickly and keep the original garment, saving it from the trash, and saving
valued client relationships.

“One of our clients mistakenly approved a wrong embroidery
color on some caps they ordered. They called me, as one
might expect, flustered. I called Windswept in a ‘calm’ panic
and was assured they could help…Upon receipt the owner
and my buyer were ecstatic, Windswept Marketing had saved
the day…the logo looked as it should on the outside—as if it
was originally embroidered on the caps from the get go.”
– Marie K.
Distributor

Dye Sublimation
Indirect Embroidery™ 07

INDIRECT EMBROIDERY™
LICENSING PROGRAM
Join the decorating revolution; become an
Indirect Embroidery ™ Licensee

Now you can use Indirect Embroidery™ as a powerful tool in your business.
We are offering a licensing program to a select handful of potential partners.
These are some of the advantages of partnering with Windswept:
• Help you get in the door and experience dramatic business growth
• Lets you do it yourself, harnessing the quality and uniqueness of Indirect
Embroidery™, a process that requires no backing and no puckering
• Gives you more control of your schedule, when and how items ship
• Provides partnerships with other decorating businesses for overflow situations
• Allows you to decorate as little as one garment at a time
• Ideal for establishing J.I.T. programs
• Decorate in places standard embroidery never would work—
no hooping needed
We provide production team training, testing support, sales training, and marketing
materials to get you started. Plus, we’ll connect you to a network of like-minded
companies where you can exchange ideas and help each other when needed.
Our goal is to develop long-term partnerships with our licensees, supporting their
goals and continuing to deliver superior testing to assure top quality decorations.
Find out more! Ask for our Indirect Embroidery ™ License Program brochure.
Or call us at 877.405.4443.

08 Licensee Program

“We met Windswept Marketing at the 2015 ASI Show where we discovered
Indirect Embroidery™ (IE). Shortly after that meeting, we visited their
North Carolina facility to discuss the opportunity to purchase a license
agreement and the equipment to apply the IEs.
We decided to become a licensee, and we have the exclusive rights to this
process in our area. We recently landed a new account worth $200K - $300K
annually. We got this account strictly due to having the IE process. ”
– Tim Holdway
Dogwood Marketing

Licensee Program
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SCREEN PRINT TRANSFERS

The best screen printing qualities without the drawbacks
Windswept Marketing has retained all the best qualities of standard screen printing with
Screen Print Transfers. It’s a process that lets you brand with a screen print look and feel.
You receive higher logo quality and integrity as it is created without the hassles of standard
screen printing. Screen Print Transfers eliminate dead inventory because you only stock
the transfers—a huge space and cost savings.
Decorate as little as one garment at a time—once your project is developed there are
no minimum order requirements. Now you can place your decorations in previously
impossible-to-decorate places. Screen Print Transfers offer more vibrant colors and color
combinations, and fine details with small text.

10 Screen Print Transfers

BEDAZZLED RHINESTONES
Sparkle, Shine, Amaze

Sometimes you just need a wow factor, and rhinestones deliver every time. With our
Bedazzled Rhinestone transfers, you only stock the transfers. You can apply rhinestones
where you cannot brand with other techniques for some bling and a special feminine
touch. You can also place these on top of other decorations to enhance the look.
There are no minimum order requirements once your project is developed.

DYE SUBLIMATION TRANSFERS
Exquisite details, beautiful results

Dye sublimation is a gas that adheres to material resulting in a very lightweight look and
feel. It’s perfect for higher-end apparel such as bicycle jerseys and other shirts. It’s also
excellent for one-off pieces such as plaques, bags, flags that fly from cars, even flip flops!

“As a supplier working directly with associations who have
both time, and budgetary constraints, Windswept Marketing
was the perfect match for us in servicing their needs. Amazing
customer service paired with a quality product ensures that,
when the time comes, I will reach out to them again.”
– Jim B.
Sports Marketing Representative

Rhinestones 11

PEEL - N - STICK EMBROIDERY™
A brilliant temporary branding solution

If you need apparel branding fast and still need it to look great, Windswept Marketing has
you covered. Our Peel-N-Stick Embroidery™ with adhesive backing that peels off allows
you to remove the embroidery, which lets you decorate for a day, but can last as long as
you need. These pieces are perfect for special events and trade shows.
Use Peel-N-Stick Embroidery ™ to:
• Temporarily and economically brand just about anything in a moment’s notice
• Remove and apply many times by peeling it off and re-applying it
• Partner with others to co-brand, with co-messaging using header or backer cards
• Receive embroidery on sheets, rolls, printed backer cards, poly-bags with header
cards, or printed release paper
• Use the front of the cards for logos; use the back for another message.
Peel-N-Stick Embroidery ™ adds value and is a smart solution for these:
• In stadium giveaways
• Awareness campaigns
• Trade shows
• Retail packaging

12 Peel - N - Stick

1.

APPLY

2.

WEAR

3.

REMOVE
Peel - N - Stick 13

EMBLEMS, BAG TAGS, COASTERS,
KEY FOBS, AND MORE…
While we are known for our Indirect Embroidery™ method, we’ve offered emblems and
other branded apparel solutions for decades. If you need an embroidered emblem, bag
tag, coaster, key fob, lanyard, lapel pin, PVC key chain, magnet, zipper pull—or anything else
along this line, please call us. You’ll appreciate our fast response and attention to detail.

We promise:
• Fast turnaround—for emblems, it can be as fast as four days
• 100% quality guarantee
• Creative ideas, we can place a basic emblem on many backings such as
cork, magnet, Velcro and more
• Low price guarantee—$300 if we can’t beat a competitor’s price on
embroidered emblems

14 Emblems and More

“We have worked with Windswept for our embroidered emblem needs and have
been 100% satisfied, they produce top quality products, delivered on time, and
they keep their promises…”
– Captain Wayne M.
Purchasing Manager

Emblems and More 15

TAKE THE NEXT STEP!

Create your Indirect Embroidery™ Custom Design Prototype
The best way to share Indirect Embroidery’s incredible advantages is to order your
own prototype.

1.
2.
3.

Simply send us your digital
logo via email— we’ll do a
sew out and share with you
via email. Once approved,
we create the IE.

Meanwhile, please ask your
client to send two pieces of
apparel they want decorated.
If possible, please send us
apparel that already includes
direct embroidery—this
makes comparing IE to direct
embroidery really simple.
We will use one piece of
apparel for testing and send
the other perfectly decorated
piece back to you. It takes
between one and three
weeks to complete
this process.

Want more details? Call us at 877.405.4443.

16 Take the Next Step

JIT (ON DEMAND)
On demand production and shipping are huge space and cost saving methods.
We partner with our clients to determine how many Indirect Embroidery™ logos,
emblems or Screen Print Transfers decorations we need, usually on a six-month or
annual basis. Once the quantity is determined, we warehouse the supply. We do not
stock apparel, only the logos/decorations.
Orders are tracked via our inventory system. When a minimum inventory number is
reached, we alert our client to reorder. Using the JIT system assures our clients always
have what they need, when they need it.
We package in many different ways, including individual poly bags, bulk packages, and
special markets/extra sticker decals. You tell us whether to ship to you or your end user.
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CONTACT US
Windswept Marketing
3863-A Sweeten Creek Rd
Arden, NC 28704

877.405.4443 Phone
828.669.7268
Fax
info@windsweptmarketing.com Email
www.windsweptmarketing.com Web

